
Fiscal Year 2018 Rural Task Force (RTF) Annual Report 
January 23, 2019 
 

Project Status of Project Obligations  
Summary of RTF program for FY 2018: 
 142 Total projects were obligated 

 90 Roadway projects 
  52 Transit projects 
 396 Center line miles of roadway improved through RTF program 
 
144 projects programed for FY 2018: two were not obligated. 
 

RTF Program Advisory Board (PAB) meeting dates: 
 November 2, 2017 

February 1, 2018 
May 2, 2018 

 August 2, 2018 
  
 

PAB membership changes: 
• Jean Ruestman replaced Sharon Edgar as MDOT Office of Passenger Transportation (OPT) as 

voting member representative (due to retirement). 
• Amy Williams was appointed the Michigan Municipal League (MML) representative, replacing 

Adam Umbrasas. 
• Clark Harder replaced Jim Iwanicki as chair of the Education Committee. 

 

Program Enhancements: 
1. RTF Monthly Status Report 

Early in FY 2018, MDOT staff developed a monthly Progress Status Report that consisted of a 
summary of RTF meetings, activities and the Financial Status Report. 
 

• Reginal Planning Agency Monthly Progress Reports 
MDOT staff developed a PDF fillable form for completion by RPA staff regarding 
program activities for each month.  MDOT staff utilized the information provided to 
generate the RTF monthly status report, which was distributed to RTF participating 
agencies. 

 

• Monthly Financial Status Reports 
MDOT staff provided monthly financial status reports regarding the financial status of 
RTF jobs.  Bid savings, advance construction and the local federal fund exchange 
information was added to improve the accuracy of the report. 

 
2. Monthly RTF Conference Calls with RPAs and local agencies 

In November 2017, MDOT staff began holding monthly conference calls to provide a forum for 
RPA staff and local agencies to discuss RTF issues and get updates on program information.  
These calls were staffed by MDOT RTF staff, MDOT Federal Revenue Specialist, MDOT OPT staff 
and MDOT Local Agency Program (LAP).  On average, 12-15 callers participated each month.  



3. Other program enhancements: 
 Clarification was provided regarding RTF projects located within an MPO planning boundary.  

These projects must to be included in the MPO TIP, which requires projects to go through 
the MPO approval process, as well as the RTF approval process. 
 

 Roads that define the Adjusted Census Urban Boundary (ACUB) are classified as urban 
roads.  However, it was decided that these border roads would be eligible for RTF funding.  
A guidance memo dated June 5, 2018 was developed and distributed by MDOT staff.  
 

 Revisions to RTF Guidelines were completed in March that included more concise language 
regarding the following: 
o Programming to 100% of federal allocation,  
o Reinforcing requirement for rural projects within MPO boundary to be shown in MPO 

TIP and follow MPO process 
o Clarification of requirements for loan/fund transfers 

 State D fund between counties are tracked via email and  
 STP funds between RTFs via agreement,  

o Promotion of consensus  before project selection voting,  
o Clarification of actions that are required (meeting vs. email) based on RTF amendment 

vs RTF administrative modification. 
 
 
JobNet Phase II programing responsibilities 
Historically:  JobNet is the data entry program developed by MDOT to capture all infrastructure and 
transit projects. In January 2017, phase 1 of JobNet replaced the MPINS program and the projects were 
migrated into JobNet.   
 
2018:  All projects within the -
each RPA.  These jobs were programed into JobNet by MDOT staff.  In July of 2018, phase 2 of JobNet 
was implemented.  RTF jobs are now programed directly into JobNet by the Regional Planning Agency 
(RPA) staff.  This eliminated -file .  RPAs still maintain a fiscal constraint spreadsheet.  
As project changes are made during the project selection process, this spreadsheet is used to 
demonstrate that the projects approved by committee are within target allocations. 
 
To aid the RPA staff in the programming of projects, MDOT staff re-designed the Local Data Sheets (1799 
and 1797 forms) to coincide with how projects are programmed in JobNet.   
  



Outreach Training
The PAB Education Committee Developed an outreach training that was presented at five locations 
(Lansing, Kalamazoo, Saginaw, Gaylord, and Marquette) for RTF members and RPA representatives.  Key 
elements of the training included: 

 GPA Guidelines 
 Federal 3C multi-modal process 
 S/TIP Process 
 Transit funding  
 RTF workflow in JobNet Phase 2 
 Project Data sheets 
 All Season Road Network program 
 Local Agency Programs  
 Allocation and Obligation Authority  
 Fund transfers  
 Local Federal fund exchange 
 Bid Savings 

These training sessions were directly attended by 136 people.  Of these, 96 participants completed 
evaluations for the training. The results are summarized in the table below: 
 

 
 
Expansion of Local Federal Fund Exchange (LFFE) program 
In FY 2017, the pilot program for the Local Federal Fund Exchange (LFFE) was limited to five exchanges.  
After analyzing the results from the 2017 LFFE program, additional requirements were incorporated into 
the guidelines.  This was to ensure stability of the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) 
including a fair and transparent process for project selection and adherence to the federal 
transportation planning process.  With these changes in place, MDOT expanded the LFFE program to a 
maximum of 15 exchanges in FY 2018 and developed an internal process to track the exchanges.  
Thirteen exchanges were successfully executed.  The FY 2018 LFFE report was presented to the 
November 2018 RTF Program Advisory Board meeting and can be found after the financial report below.   
 
 
 

Percent

Less than 
expected

As 
expected

More than 
expected

Consistently 
more

Total 
responses

Less than 
expected

As 
expected

More 
than 

expected
Consistently 

more
Did the training meet your expectations? 2 49 35 8 94 2.1% 52.1% 37.2% 8.5%
Please rate the clarity of the information provided: 2 45 41 7 95 2.1% 47.4% 43.2% 7.4%
Was the training structured in a way you could easily understand? 5 45 35 9 94 5.3% 47.9% 37.2% 9.6%

Were the handouts helpful?
Poor Average Good Excellent Poor Average Good Excellent

How would you rate the overall presentation? 0 11 52 32 95 0.0% 11.6% 54.7% 33.7%
Was the length of the training appropriate? 3 19 50 23 95 3.2% 20.0% 52.6% 24.2%
Was the level of information appropriate? 0 13 54 28 95 0.0% 13.7% 56.8% 29.5%

0 14 57 25 96 0.0% 14.6% 59.4% 26.0%

Michigan Rural Task Force Outreach Training, 2018

Yes No
93 0























Fiscal Year 2018 Local Federal Fund Exchange Program Report
 
October 19, 2018 
 
Background 
In the fall of 2015, the County Road Association (CRA) proposed a Local Federal Fund Exchange 
(LFFE) Program to the Rural Task Force (RTF) Program Advisory Board.  The RTF Program Advisory 
Board agreed to begin a pilot program to assess the validity of an exchange program.  To ensure 
State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) stability, and as the stewards of the federal aid 
process, MDOT agreed to an exchange program and developed suitable guidelines.  Steve Puuri 
from CRA, Denise Jones, Eric Mullen, Pam Boyd, all from the Michigan Department of 
Transportation (MDOT) worked together to develop the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program 
Pilot Guidelines and Procedures document.  Sample agreements and procedures were developed 
and put into place.  The pilot called for a limit of five federal fund exchanges, to allow for any 
issues to be worked out. 

 
Although there were several entities negotiating federal fund exchanges in FY 2016, only one 
exchange (Montcalm County to Kent County) took place.  The lack of exchanges in FY 2016 is 
attributed to the timing of the completed guidelines and procedures, as well as, additional 
questions that were raised by potential participants. 

 
Due to the lack of transactions in FY 2016, the pilot was continued in FY 2017 and the exchanges 
remained limited to five transactions.   There were five federal fund exchange transactions 
completed in FY 2017.  Concerns raised by RTF Program Advisory Board members and MDOT 
management were addressed with updates to the 2018 LFFE Program Guidelines.  The agreement 
was not changed from the original template developed in 2015.  The 2018 Program was expanded 
to allow fifteen exchanges.  The issues and solutions addressed are listed in the The Rural Task 
Force (RTF) Local Federal Fund Exchange Program Proposal for FY 2018, Appendix A.   
 
Description of FY 2018 Program  
Steve Puuri created a webpage on the CRA webite to assit buyers and sellers in identifying  
potential partners for fund exchanges.  This site also outlines the exchanges, funding amounts, 
rate of exchange, and the date the agreements are signed.  Thirteen exchanges were successfully 
executed in 2018 (as outlined below). 
 
  



2018 Local Federal Fund Exchanges

Buying County  Amount  
Selling 
County  

Payback 
Amount Date of Agreement 

Clinton $368,637.00  Arenac $294,909.60  February 22, 2018 
Oakland $345,000.00  Dickinson $258,750.00  November 9, 2017 
Oakland $462,864.00  Mason $347,148.00  January 11, 2018 
Oakland $469,945.00  Baraga $352,459.00  January 25, 2018 
Oakland $450,000.00  Newaygo $337,500.00  January 25, 2018 
Kent $300,000.00  Newaygo $225,000.00  January 10, 2018 
Roscommon $505,752.00  Gladwin $404,601.60  May 17, 2017 
Jackson $308,144.00  Barry $277,330.00  March 20, 2018 
Jackson $490,000.00  Ontonagon $392,000.00  March 20, 2018 
Jackson $757,600.00  Osceola $606,080.00  March 20, 2018 
Jackson $526,843.00  St. Joseph $474,158.70  March 20, 2018 
Jackson $918,077.00  Wexford $734,461.60  March 20, 2018 

Kent $600,000.00  Montcalm $450,000.00  
December 19, 

2017 
Total STP 
funds 
Exchanged $6,502,862.00     

 
In 2018, a more formal process for handling the exchanges was developed.  This includes 
requesting transfers of STP allocation and obligation authority through MDOT Finance and 
notification to the participating counties and MDOT Local Agency Programs (LAP).  A Selling County 
Project Information spreadsheet was developed and distributed to all the selling counties, to track 
the State funds that were exchanged for the Federal STP funds.  This spreadsheet documents that 
those projects, previously listed on the S/TIP by the selling county, are completed.  The 
information compiled from the Selling County Project Information spreadsheets for the 2018 LFFE 
Program is included in Appenix B.   Comments provided by the Sellers as to the value of the 
program are included in Appendix C.  
 
All of the S/TIP projects that the money was exchanged from were built or are in the process of 
being built with the exception of the Hardy Dam project in Newaygo County which has been and 
still is in limbo. Consumers Energy is having to satisfy the FERC for the approval of their project, 
which has impact on the timeline as they are tied.  Initially programmed for 2018, it now has most 
likely been pushed back to 2020/2021.  Because of this delay Newaygo County utilized the money 
for the two projects listed in Appendix B.   
 
Summary 
The Sellers information demonstrates that the program is beneficial to the participating agencies 
and the communities they serve.  Becaue the exchanges are negotiated after project selection 
other RTF members are not negitively effected.  The side agreement between Fremont and 
Newaygo County was a good example of inter-agency cooperation that allowed Fremont to 



benefit without being directly involved in the exchange.  We have formalized the ability for other 
RTFs to arrange similar agreements if they so choose.    
 
The process to handle matches has been refined by Steve Puuri and the methodology to handle 
the exchanes withn MDOT has been put into practice.  There is still a question as to the amount of 
work for MDOT staff as a result of this program.  The issue of when the local funds are paid to the 
seller was raised at the RTF Progam Advisory Board.  It was decided to change the trigger of the 
payback to the confirmation for the allocation being transferred in MDOT finance rather than the 
obligation of the federal funds by the Buyer.  This change will be made in the agreement template 
and the guidlines.  In consideration of the information it is the recommendation of MDOT staff 
that the program continue and be expanded to 30 exchanges for 2019.   
 
 
 
 
 
                       
 
  



Appendix A 
 

The Rural Task Force (RTF) Local Federal Fund Exchange Program Proposal
for FY 2018 

November 2, 2017 

It is the responsibility of the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) to ensure stability of 
the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) including a fair and transparent process for 
project selection and adherence to the federal transportation planning process.  MDOT is 
recommending changes to the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program to uphold this responsibility.  
With the expansion of the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program, it is to be made available to all 
RTF agency members, including small cities, villages and transit agencies (as outlined in the 
Recommendations under Issue 4).  
 
Below is a summary of issues and recommendations that have been compiled from a MDOT staff 
report (that evaluated the 2016 and 2017 Local Federal Fund Exchange Program pilot), notes from 
meetings and internal MDOT discussions.   
 
Note:   
The term - -  
 
 
1. Issue 
To ensure that federal funds are used appropriately and verify that the non-federal transportation 
dollars are used to implement the  original federal-aid project(s), as prioritized within the 
Rural Task Force (RTF) project selection process. 
 
Recommendations 

 The Local Federal Fund Exchange Program agreements will be modified to specify the   
federal-aid project(s) and funding amounts, that the buying and selling agencies will utilize.  
Rural funding must be utilized on federal aid projects, in rural counties, as well as rural 
areas within urban counties (as defined by the adjusted census urban boundary). 

 If the selling agency does not intend to utilize the non-federal transportation dollars that they 
have obtained for the prioritized federal-aid project(s), then MDOT may not allow the 
agreement to move forward. 

 
 
2.  Issue 
Ensure that stability of the STIP is maintained, particularly in the first two years of the STIP, as 
required by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). 
 
Recommendation 

 In addition to the recommendations above, to ensure that the current year federal-aid 
project(s) in the STIP are not abandoned, the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program 
agreements will be modified to specify the federal-aid project(s) and funding amounts, that 
the buying and selling agencies will utilize.   

 



 
3.  Issue 
Federal-aid exchanges of future year funding are problematic because of the uncertainty of the 
amount of federal aid and the lack of ability to track any future year dollars in any financial system 
at MDOT.   
 
Recommendations 

 Federal-aid exchanges will remain limited to current fiscal year exchanges.  Federal funds 
must be obligated in the year of allocation to avoid fiscal constraint issues in the STIP. 
 

 The ability to bank non-federal transportation dollars and use them in subsequent years is 
allowed, on a limited basis, to fund larger scale projects and should be maintained as part of 
the Program. MDOT staff will work with the CRA Engineering Specialist to update the 
2018 Local Federal Fund Exchange Program guidelines and agreements.  These updates will 
include a tracking protocol that will identify future non-federal transportation dollar 
project(s) (or activities) and the year of project implementation.  A two-year limit will apply 
to the banking of non-federal transportation dollars. 
 
 

4.  Issue 
The concerns expressed by RTF Program Advisory Board members, regarding the reduction in 
funding due to counties participating in the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program, could 
negatively impact the total funding available within the individual RTF. 
 
Recommendations 

 Implementation of the RTF prioritized federal aid project(s) utilizing non-federal 
transportation dollars, must be in adherence to the RTF project selection process (ensuring 
participation from counties, small cities, villages and transit agencies), thus safeguarding 
against negative financial impacts to all agencies within the RTF. 
 

 MDOT, working with CRA, made the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program pilot available 
to the County Road agencies.  However, with the expansion of the Local Federal Fund 
Exchange Program, it is to be made available to all RTF agency members (including small 
cities, villages and transit agencies).   
 

 Recognizing that other agencies have not been involved in the development and review of 
the current Local Federal Fund Exchange Program, if there is interest from other RTF 
agencies to participate, MDOT will work with the RTF Program Advisory Board and the 
requesting RTF agencies (such as Michigan Municipal League (MML) and Transit 
Association members) to determine the applicability and logistics of participating in the 
Program and establish the process and methodology for participation.  The objective in 
subsequent years is to have one program agreement that can be utilized by all participants in 
the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program. 
 

  



5.  Issue 
Tracking those projects or activities using non-federal transportation dollars coming back to the 
selling agency (to ensure that STIP stability and the impacts to the federal aid system, can be 
evaluated and demonstrated). 
 
Recommendations 

 It is the expectation of MDOT that the RTF members will proactively work with their 
Regional Planning Agency (RPA) representative to monitor and track all project and 
funding exchanges and to ensure accuracy of financial reports pertaining to the exchange of 
federal and state funds. 
 

 MDOT staff will work with the CRA Engineering Specialist to update the 2018 Local 
Federal Fund Exchange Program guidelines and agreements.  This will include reporting 
requirements from the selling agency to the appropriate RPA representative.  This 
information will then be included in the monthly status report, which is sent from the RPA 
representative to the MDOT RTF staff. 
 
Note:  The Act 51 report is not an effective tool for tracking federal aid exchange projects or 
activities, due to the timeline in which they are submitted (May) and approved (September) 
of the following fiscal year.   
 
 

6.  Issue 
Changing federal aid allocation estimates are not specifically addressed in the current Local Federal 
Fund Exchange Program agreements. 
 
Recommendations 

 The funding amount identified in the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program agreements is 
(and shall remain) for a specified dollar amount.   If the buyer and seller choose to adjust the 
agreement, an amended agreement is required and a copy is to be provided to the MDOT 
RTF Coordinator. 

 
 If there is a significant dollar change to the original agreement (exceeding $10,000), then the 

amended agreement amount would need to be approved by the appropriate RTF committee 
(to ensure fair distribution of funds between all agencies on the RTF committee).  A copy of 
the updated agreement and RTF meeting notes are also to be submitted to MDOT RTF 
Coordinator.  

 
 
  



7.  Issue 
To ensure adherence of the objectives of the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program, non-federal 
transportation dollars that are returned to the seller must be used as outlined in the guidelines and 
agreements.  
 
Recommendation 

 MDOT staff will work with the CRA Engineering Specialist to update the 2018 Local 
Federal Fund Exchange Program guidelines and agreements to include language, stating that 
agencies that do not follow Program guidelines, the terms of the agreement or misuse the 
Program funds, will not be allowed to participate in the Local Federal Fund Exchange 
Program for the next four years without MDOT approval.    

 
 
8.  Issue 
Request for expansion of Local Federal Fund Exchange Program.  
 
Recommendations 

 Expanding the Program from five to fifteen transactions is acceptable for FY 2018, provided 
these recommendations are included in the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program 
guidelines and agreements, and MDOT receives timely tracking, reporting and accurate 
project updates from the RPA representatives (for assessment of the Program expansion). 
 

 Prior to the expansion of the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program in subsequent years, 
MDOT will evaluate the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program.  The focus will be in 
respect to ensuring adherence to guidelines, STIP stability, and tracking of the Program are 
followed.  MDOT is confident that expansion of the Program is achievable, through a 
cooperative effort between the RTF members, RPA representatives, the RTF Program 
Advisory Board and MDOT.   
 

 MDOT will provide an evaluation of the 2018 Local Federal Fund Exchange Program and 
recommended changes (if any) for the 2019 Local Federal Fund Exchange Program, at the 
RTF Program Advisory Board meeting in August 2018.   Following the RTF Program 
Advisory Board meeting, MDOT staff will work with the CRA Engineering Specialist to 
finalize the FY 2019 Local Federal Fund Exchange Program guidelines and agreements, no 
later than October 1, 2018.  
 
 

  



9.  Issue 
Consideration that a date should be set for Local Federal Fund Exchange Program agreements to be 
in place.  
 
Recommendations 

 MDOT will allow participation in the Local Federal Fund Exchange Program as late as 
March 31, within that fiscal year.  This date is to ensure that participating agencies have the 
ability to obligate the funding within that fiscal year (particularly for the buying agency). 
 

 Any agreements requested after March 31, shall only be considered by MDOT, on a case-
by-case basis. Consideration factors will include the amount of obligation authority 
remaining, the status of project plans for delivery, etc..  Each written request would require 
written MDOT acceptance (email is acceptable), prior to the execution of the agreement. 
 
Note:  The buying agency shall assume the risk of losing the ability of utilizing these funds, 
should their project not be obligated within that FY. 
 

 
 
Summary 
Based upon analysis of the 2016 and 2017 Local Federal Fund Exchange Program pilot, MDOT 
recommends that program enhancements outlined above be added to the Local Federal Fund 
Exchange Program guidance and agreements, to enable better evaluation, monitoring and reporting.  
Once agreement is reached on all of the above recommendations, MDOT staff will work with the 
CRA Engineering Specialist to update the 2018 Local Federal Fund Exchange Program guidelines 
and agreements, to reflect these enhancements.   
 
This guidance will be included in the information packet for the RTF Program Advisory Board 
meeting, scheduled for November 2, 2017.   
 
  







Appendix C  
Arenac County
The attachment is the Fed. Exchange status report for Arenac County. The project is completed 
and had no problems with the exchange process. 
 
Gladwin County 
As you remember, we were able to change our project due to being so early in the process last 
year.  We completed one portion of the work, hopefully finish the rest shortly.  We extended the 
length of the Beaverton road project 1.5 miles but paid for it with the extra MTF given to us this 
winter by the legislature.  Either way, we were able to make a meaningful change and take 
advantage of bid pricing. 
 
Newaygo County 
The project that was on the TIP for the City of Fremont has been completed with their portion of 
the Fed Aid that was sold to Kent and Oakland Counties. As for ours, the Hardy dam project has 
been and still is in limbo. Consumers Energy is having to satisfy the FERC for the approval of their 
project, which has impact on our timeline as we are doing them at the same time.  We initially 
thought maybe 2018 and it now has most likely been pushed back to 2020/2021.  
So with nothing else on our TIP we did start on one of our proposed All Season Routes.  We started 
at M37 and 14 mile and went East to Walnut Ave and South on Walnut Ave to 13 miles with a 
crush and shape. In total this project was 5 miles, which we had only thought we would get 4 
miles, but we had bid savings and the contractor agreed to extend for another mile. We also did a 
major wedge and overlay on Green Ave between 104th and 108th, and then 108th from Green to 
Brucker. The only proposed project left is the proposed resealing of Spruce Ave between 120th and 
22 Mile Road.  This is an all-weather route.  
A couple major points I would like to make:  Due to the ability of selling or Fed aid, we are able to 
use it along with our Act 51 monies in extending/adding miles to our program. While there are 
some projects that are certainly better served through the Federal process, some minor/simple 
projects benefit from the less cumbersome and less expensive process and handled locally.  I 
would guess that in our area we would expect project costs to be near a $1,000,000.00 a mile for a 
fairly routine project. We received less than $600,000.00 and accomplished some much-needed 
improvements. 
One other note, we always have taken every dime of what we received from the selling of our fed 
aid and put it out for bid to the contractors. I realize that some may view selling fed aid as cutting 
the contractors out of the loop for that funding, but we apply all of it and have most always added 
to it in our letting of local projects. We are a firm believer in this program when applied properly, 
we believe it makes for an efficient and cost-effective alternative to the federal aid program.  
 
 
 
St. Joseph County 

Attached to this email is the Project Information sheet for our selling of STL funds for St. Joseph 
County Road Commission.  I would like to elaborate on how this has benefited us which this sheet 
does not show.  One thing that we were able to do was to bid all of our primary projects under one 



bid which helped us get bid savings on the project. Our Engineers Estimate for this 6.47 Miles of 
overlay and 1.96 Miles of reconstruction was $1,330,964.38 and the low bid came in at 
$1,131,043.24.   I believe these bid savings came because we were able to provide a larger project 
which made it more attractive to the contractors.  We Sold our $526,843.00 at a 90% exchange for 
$474,158.70 which we were able to put towards this project.  Overall, we were able to save 
$144,516.94 by using the Federal Exchange Program.  Another thing that this Spreadsheet does 
not show is the fact that we were able to complete all of our testing in-house by using our own 
special provisions, except density of the agg base for reconstruction.  I hope all of this information 
is beneficial.  If you have any more questions, please feel free to get back to me on any more 
specifics. 

 
Wexford County 
The project is currently under construction. 
Dickinson County 

or even bid the job. 
We are taking the dollars received from the sale of the STP and using them as match foo a 
research project into the long term performance of rubber modified asphalt.  This project is 
funded by us, MTU and MDEQ. 
Right now, MTU is doing research on the mix design and lab work on the proposed asphalt mix. 
When this lab phase of the project is complete, we will bid a section of road and build it using the 
mix MTU designed.  Being a research project, part of the road will have regular HMA and part will 
have the rubber modified HMA.   
We are still hoping for a couple of miles of roadway. Talking to MTU, it might be better if we do 
the project all in on section and not the 3 proposed in the TIP. Therefore, we are combining the 
dollars from both projects into one. It will be an expanded middle part of the 3 previously 
proposed sections (south project had 2 sections, north project had 1 section).  One advantage to 
the buyout is combining projects and adjusting the limits would not be allowed if this went 
through the LAP process. 
If we were to go through the regular MDOT LAP process, we could not fix this road section. There 
is a lot of guardrail here. Nearly all of it is too short by an inch or otherwise out of compliance with 
the current specs. As you may know, to get a 3R project through LAP, you need to do an analysis of 
the shoulders, guardrails, run off areas, etc  and fix the deficiencies.   
Also, I wonder if it even possible to work with MTU on a research project using STP funds?  It is 
more than possible with buyout money. 
Our plan is to get the road paved now and come back later and hopefully get a safety grant to raise 
& repair the guardrails to match the new pavement grade.  Being able to pave the road without 
the other added stuff like guardrail raising at the time of paving is a huge benefit to the road 
commission and would not be allowed by the regular LAP process. 
Baraga  
Phone call:  received payment last month.  Will use it next year on the planned project.  Following 
up with specifics in an e-mail.   

 


